MAY 22, 2022

18TH ANNUAL HIGH
SCHOOL
ENTREPRENUERS'
BUSINESS PLAN
COMPETITION

Congratulations to our 2021
Competition Winners!

A welcome From Our Executive Director
On behalf of the Board of Directors and Project ECHO, I
want to welcome each of you to our 18th Annual Business
Plan Competition. Each year, Project ECHO empowers
hundreds of students with entrepreneurial and leadership
skills to thrive in college, their careers, and their community
as change-makers.
This year, we have 47 teams from 25 high schools prepared
to present their start-up in a "Shark-Tank" style pitch event
to our esteemed panel of judges. These tenacious teens have
survived covid barriers and have succeeded in developing
written business plans, and are ready to compete for the
coveted Overall Prize Winner!
The competition simulates the real-world process of
entrepreneurs soliciting start-up funds. Judges will act as
venture capital investors deciding which business they would
most likely fund. The quality of the idea, the strength of the
management team, and the clarity and persuasiveness of the
oral presentation are the criteria that determine each judge’s
decision.
While every team can not be named the winner, we celebrate
every team that made it this far, and wish them the best of
luck as they step into Project ECHO’s shark tank.
We encourage each of you to stay in touch with Project
ECHO after this competition. For more information, to
volunteer, to register for our programs, and to make a
donation, please visit us online at www.projectecho.org.
Sincerely,

Diane Quast
Executive Director

Event Schedule
8:00 am

Judges pop into their Zoom Rooms and say hello

8:30 am

Opening Remarks and Teacher of the Year Award Presentation
Zoom Room #A

8:55 am

Students go to their assigned Zoom Classroom
Judge’s Introductions in each Zoom classroom

9:00 am

Team Presentations following the published schedules for each Zoom
Room

12:00 pm

Room Judges deliberate
The first place team in each room will advance to Finals and pitch
again
The Following Events Will Occur in Zoom Room #A

12:10 pm

Keynote: Dylan Gambardella and Justin Lafazan, co-founders, Next Gen
Tune in for special prizes!

12:55 pm

Zoom Group photo of all of the students on Zoom!
Turn on your video and smile for the screenshots!

1:00 pm

Top teams advancing to the finals event are announced, and invited to
pitch again

2:15 pm

Finals Presentations

2:30 pm

Award Ceremony
1) Emily Chan Most Inspirational Award
2) Social Entrepreneurship Award
3) Social Enterprise 3rd, 2nd, 1st
4) Service 3rd, 2nd, 1st
5) Products 3rd, 2nd, 1st
6) Overall Winner!

Meet Our
Keynote Speakers

Justin Lafazan
Justin Lafazan is the CEO and Co-founder of
Next Gen HQ, and an acclaimed
entrepreneur, speaker, author and
consultant. A Forbes 30 Under 30
entrepreneur, Justin and his team provide the
momentum founders, students, and young
professionals need to win at work and in life.
Justin has been featured in Forbes, USA
Today, The Huffington Post, Inc. Magazine
and more for his work leading a venturebacked, scaling startup. He is an acclaimed
speaker, and has been honored to speak at
TEDx three times. Justin delivers keynotes,
lectures, and panel discussions on young
entrepreneurship, collaborative ecosystems,
youth underemployment, and the 'art of the
hustle.'

Dylan Gambardella
Dylan Gambardella is the CEO and Co-founder
of Next Gen HQ. He has been recognized as a
Forbes 30 Under 30 entrepreneur and is the
best-selling author of Now That's Momentum.
Dylan has been featured in publications like
Forbes, Inc, Adweek, Entrepreneur, and
Cheddar for his work leading a venturebacked, scaling startup. A graduate of Duke
University, Dylan has spoken in front of tens of
thousands on global stages including TED.
Dylan believes that to find success, you need
to think like an entrepreneur. At Next Gen HQ,
he's built a membership to provide the
community, education, and resources young
people need to develop an entrepreneurial
mindset, chase their dreams, and succeed at
work and in life.

School-based programs available!
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Overview of the Competition

PRODUCTS

(Project ECHO publishes the executive summaries as submitted by the teams)

Anti-Theft Lockbox
Chauncey Sylvester, Rogelio Baca, Nate Calderon,, Ian Weiss
We are the Anti Theft Box, a box specially designed to keep your packages safe
from thieves, weather conditions and whatever is thrown at your packages. Our
problem was when our packages were being delivered at our homes, people were
stealing them off our porch. A camera can only do a curtain amount of protection,
this is when we thought of the Anti Theft Box.

Caliente cup
John crowe, brayden sjostrom, jackson raguse, JP mialovski
Caliente Cup the greatest way to keep your drink hot all day long while you are
at work or school. It automatically heats up when your drink drops below a
certain temperature set by the consumer. We aim to make everyones hot drink
expirience more desirable.

cheesin'
Natalie cook, emily salinas, joel ginez, katelyn mcveygarcia, anjeila altareh, mohrail eskander
Cheesin’ is a photo book company that offers highly customizable books
encapsulating important events, activities, and sports seasons throughout a
student’s school career. Customers can choose a color palette, customized front
cover, and personalized digital stickers. Cheesin’ allows students to become the
star of their yearly photo book instead of spending hundreds on a traditional
yearbook where they may only appear once or twice.

cover it
christian gomez-vargas, evan chavez, adam munoz, nelson reyes
Cover It is a case company with good Quality cases. Cover It sails cases for
gaming controller, tv remotes, phone cases, covers for keyboards, and
computers.

Edquipment
Paxton allison, max horowitz, daryl holt, noah soto, Christian estrada
Edquipment is a company whose goal is to help people get their most out of their
education. We are using all our supplies to provide the best environment possible.
We care deeply about the education and productivity of others.

PRODUCTS
Elert
Colin weng, andy zhu, jayden mei, iliana zhou
The ELERT team is building a new type of safety device and application that
allows users to become aware of any type of incoming disaster (carbon monoxide,
air quality, earthquakes, wildfires, tsunamis, floods, drought, etc.) beforehand in
order to react in time to reach safety. Recognizing the requirement of a smoke and
carbon monoxide detector in every household, the ELERT device will be built
upon the base of the ELERT system while being able to function as a smoke and
carbon monoxide detector simultaneously. In other words, ELERT is “Everything
Alert”.

Fashion and footwear
Destiny agbagwu, carson shaw
Fashion and Footwear is a products orientated business. Our specialty is to take a
base product and customize it for our customers. This is very popular with
students of all ages as they can wear a uniquely designed garment to school and be
considered exceptional.

finno technologies inc.
Pradyuman raja, linus yeh, matin ostovan, justin zhu, allen lien
Finno is an AI powered online educational and real-time recommender
platform for first-time borrowers, borrowers with low credit history, and
those unfamiliar with the loan system. Finno seeks to empower and educate
first time borrowers through our technology platform.

handle it
Adam Wang, alex xie, kenneth song, bowen yao, keyan chang

Our company is positioned in the lucrative and growing fitness equipment
industry. The industry has continued to grow ever since the start of the pandemic
isolated people to their homes, causing them to buy their own fitness equipment.

Immersive vr
Matt Cheng, Anton vu, Daniel Wu, Sean Kelman
Immersive VR is an educational technology company focused on creating a virtual
reality curriculum to digitize education in any setting. Immersive VR uses VR
headsets to integrate the interactive stimulating learning method with the
convenience of any location remotely for a range of subjects such as the science
labs. VR headsets rental to school districts will provide a new stimulating and visual
learning space to further and enhance the passion of learning for high school
students.

PRODUCTS

(Project ECHO publishes the executive summaries as submitted by the teams)

Leaf cycle
Jenny zheng, susanna cao, melody fang, kathleen cheng
A solution that allows everyone to help solve the trash consumption crisis.

Modomatrix
eleanor hernandez, ethan salters, brandon castro, angel
ortega, carrington houstonpedro bautistadominic saleters
ModoMatrix reduces construction site injury by providing a 3D
model software to identify areas of concern without placing
humans at risk.

pets away
Niranjana Ramesh Babu
Have you ever wanted a loving pet that is always there for you, even on a bad
day? My pet shop is the perfect place for you! My business is an all you can
have pet store. You can purchase dogs and/or adopt dogs. The store has all the
equipment, tools, food, and shelter that any of the pets would need. It will be
located on the first floor of the mall.

quick caps
elijah farris, ethan hernandez, ian aleshrie, jamar taylor

Our product is called Quick Caps and we are a company that sells work out
products in capsules. Quick Caps makes their own substances and pack it into
a capsule that makes it quick and convenient to take with you and to
consume. The capsule dissolves in water when you shake it but it's also strong
enough not to break when dropped.

Safepack
carine suherman, carly peters, william stobaugh, dora yang, ilaria bronzini
A security product that catches thieves red-handed and discourages package theft
in communities. SafePack is designed as a fake package that traps thieves when
they steal it as it has a GPS, which protects homes from encountering thefts in the
future as it gets the thief in legal trouble. When a thief steals the SafePack, it alerts
the homeowner through an app. The homeowner can then track where the thief is
and send their location to the authorities.

PRODUCTS
Sleepy
matthew perdue
My company/business is a mattress business consisting of the best mattresses
in the world. My product is used for the help of others with their health as they
try to get better sleep. This product will explode, and I want everyone in the
world to get quality sleep with my special mattress

Solar Wipers
joseph Antonio, rafael gomez, emmanuel garcia, luis diaz
With clean energy on the rise, solar panels are becoming more prevalent and
we have capitalized on that. Solar Wipers are a solar panel cleaning product
designed to maximize solar panel efficiency. Based in California, our business is
striving to install our product on all solar powered homes.

Sunflower
kanita two, amber wang, kaitlyn huang
Sunflower aims to aid in improving self-sustainable gardening for those
interested in bettering their diets but do not have the time to do so. We intend
for consumers to view gardening as a simple task instilled in their daily routine.
Our product is a smart device that self-regulates soil moisture levels and
provides sunlight to the plant so our customers can take a backseat in the
gardening process and enjoy fresh produce.

Teescape LLc
karen tian, Timothy chow, angela chen, aliven
Our product, hemp-plastic tees, are eco-friendly, sustainable, and they degrade
faster than any other tee on the market, leaving no waste behind. If we can get all
golfers to use our tees exclusively, we can save over 70,000 trees a year in the U.S.
alone, save 270,000 trees a year globally, and reduce the irreversible damage
caused by plastic.

The pillow pad
Andrew Ellison, Elijah Botros
The Pillow Pad is a type of pad that you can slide in and out of your favorite pillow.
This pad has the ability to be heated up or cooled down so that you can have a
better nights sleep. Our goal is to help people across the country with sleeping
issues so that you can get better sleep.

SERVICE
Astrofurn
Terrance Edmond, Jahova Williams, ROmey Meads, Carlos Lopez
Juan Bautista, Brandon arias
AstroFurn helps reduce the 12 million per year of furniture waste and
empowers consumers and retailers with online reviews & re-commerce.

Citrus
Jinyang Ma, Isaac Ho, Matthew Xie, Owen Chan

We are a social media platform that targets high-achieving students and
provide the ability for students to interact with others academically and
socially in order to broaden student's horizons.

Daily customs
Jonathan Reynosa, laighton scott, jacob robledo, Alex Leon, Asad Kashim
Our business is meant to bring your personality to life using your own personal
belongings. we made this business to showcase people's creativity through their
everyday objects. People will feel free to use there individualism and choose how'll
they'll express themselves.

Dust Detail Cleaning Co.
TEAM MEMBERS
Dust Detail Cleaning Co. is a set-up and cleaning business based in Southern California.
Most individuals living in rich communities and money to spare will need our service,
as they will probably be too lazy or too busy to clean their property. While our business
is just starting right now, we expect to be a successful business in the future based on the
fact that we offer something that other companies in our industry do not: our versatility
in the services that we offer.

Fanatix
Sheraz Ali
Fanatix is a NFT-based ticket platform that allows performers to capitalize on
secondary market sales while allowing performers to have a more immersive
interaction with fans through the usage of NFT and block-chain based technology.
Fans who buy tickets through Fanatix will be able to have a memorable experience as
they will have access to content like art, signatures etc. in the form of NFT's. Fanatix
is going to change the ticketing industry and create a better experience for
performers and fans.

SERVICE
Happily Ever After
Georgina Morales, Fatima Diallo, Peace Adeleye
Happily Ever After is a service business to help make event planning
possible for engaged couples. We specialize in wedding preparation that is
elegant, beautiful, and meets the needs of our clients. We provide our
service with top quality ideas, expert accommodations, at an affordable
price suitable for our clients.

Helping Homes
Andrew Ellison, Elijah Botros
Helping Homes provides a permanent housing and care system for the unhoused
in Sacramento County. Being unhoused leaves individuals susceptible to
malnutrition, extreme weather conditions, and untreated medical issues; however,
a permanent housing and care system can protect them from these issues. By
offering shelter and immediate services in health care, Helping Homes hopes to
reduce and protect the homeless population in Sacramento County, California.

Illimit - 360 Scholar
Grant Jackson
Illimit is an innovative business that serves school districts, particularly the
students. These students will have the opportunity to utilize the 360 Scholar
product when they're remote from class. This product captures 360 degree
video from the ceiling of the classroom and grants the students free use when
they connect to the product via the Illimit app on smartphones and computers.

J.I.O Pressure Washing
James Granillo, Omar Cerezo, Isaac Mendez
J.I.O Pressure Washing Is an auto detailing and establishment pressure
washing business where we service and provide customers looking for a full
clean experience to better the cleanliness of the environment and to stand out
among others. Where located here in Bellflower CA where with a team of 3
are always ready to provide the best customer and job service experience to
customers. J.I.O Pressure Washing also has a presence online as we show
content of well done jobs and the option of purchasing J.I.O Pressure Washing
merchandise.

KCNA Fashion
Kelis Wilson, Naomi Allah, Amanda Awed, Casandra Castillo
Our business is a clothing customization store. Not only can the customers
personalize their down clothing, but they can also buy previously published
clothing. While the customer waits for the customization of their clothing
there is a small waiting area with drinks and snacks.

SERVICE
Magic Mobile Wash
Nathan Herrera, Diego Hernandez, Jayden Zarate
Our business is 2 parts, mobile wash, and machine wash. Our machine wash will
be very effective, quick, and affordable. our mobile wash will take place at the
customers home, we will have a worker head over in our mobile wash van to
clean their vehicle.

Omega Speech and Debate LLC
Matthew zhang
Omega Speech and Debate (OSD) is an LLC that offers public speaking and
debate classes, summer camps, workshops, and private coaching services to
students in grades 5-11. OSD specializes in training students to master Public
Forum Debate—an extracurricular competitive debate activity. With its highquality, accessible services and personally-tailored curriculum, OSD not only
prepares students to succeed at competitive debate tournaments, but also equips
them with fundamental life skills encapsulating research, communication,
critical thinking, writing, and public speaking.

Platter
Ella tang, anthony tian, joshua tian, aaron shan
Platter is a food-related content centered social media platform targeting users
who are either interested in cooking as a hobby or would like to hop onto trends
related to food-contents. We centralize all food-related short videos, mukbangs,
and similar contents onto one platform and thus create a community of food
lovers. In short, Platter provides a welcoming and supportive place for everyone
who is interested and/or wants to try out food-related contents, resources, and
social media.

PrimeTime Sports Recruiting
Taj Martin, John McCovey, James Larranaga, Dylan Taguiam,
Darrell Henry
PrimeTime Sports Recruiting is a service that assists 8th graders, high
schoolers, and college players that want to play sports at the next level. In
every sport, the recruitment process is difficult and frustrating. We want to get
the athletes' names out there and on coaches' radars as much as possible to
make this process simple.

Scoutone
Eleanor Herenandez, Pedro Uribe, Oscar Loaisiga, Nang
thawn, Isaac cruZ, francisco Sanchez
An app that combines recruiting, emotional support, and wellness
for high school athletes.

SERVICE
SDJ's Food and Fun
Ashton Jackson, gregory sims, hakeen dove
SDJ's Food and Fun specialize in family entertainment. We have the state of
the art games that generate a health family and friend competition. Our food
and services are top quality and we accommodate large and small groups.

Woof Woof
Alexander Nieto, Ilan Dubon, Cromwell Fernandez, Zach Morres
Woof Woof is a business that takes care of dogs.

Yip inc.
Jenaya chen, heidi chen, charlie Li, Justin Xiao
YIP is a real time online app that aims to revolutionize efficient parking and
cost-saving for department stores and mall operators. The app will find the
closest available parking space, and lead the driver by giving directions as
well as showing the map. By using our app, shoppers will be able to shop
faster and leave faster to produce more profits to the tenants, which in turn
benefits our clients.

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
Aquakit
Eleanor Herenandez, Jonathan Arteaga, Hoyt Jackson, Cesar
Morales, Fabian Monroy, Ramiro Perez, Chigozirim Ike, Omar
Manzanares, Teodoro Berruete
AquaKit is democratizing access to clean water in all communities with limited
access.

Aura's Catering
Chaise Young, Kenya Mccoy, Ky Khan, Jennifer ibe, Paityn davis,
Venilaite
Wolfgramm
Aura's Catering is an event planning and food preparation service. We assist
clients in creating an event to remember with quality decorations and
cuisine. Our affordable pricing allows us to enhance the community by
providing them with a quality event that meets the standards of a five-star
business.

Guiding Paws for YOU-ths
Mickayla biddle, shelby jones
Be Bold – Be Brave – Find YOUr Path to Independence! Guiding Paws for
YOUths is a non-profit guide dog training organization whose mission is to
elevate quality of life and promote safety, confidence, and independence by
matching well-trained, healthy guide dogs with youth who are blind or visually
impaired.

Lhaoui Foundation
Othman lhaoui
Drug problems in my community are at an all time high. We plan on making a
non profit healthcare organization that pairs up with drug courts. We will be
opening a drug rehabilitation center that offers inpatient and outpatient care. This
will be a one of a kind service that makes this whole entire tedious process
efficient.

Moringa Lifestyle Inc
Matt yang, Michael Jiang, Dustin Liu
Moringa Lifestyle INC is a non profit organization that will sell Moringa tree
products to help the impoverished people in Madagascar as well as creating jobs
for them. The company will hire local workers in Madagascar to farm the
moringa trees, and process the plants into nutrient packed tea and oil. We will
sell the products to the world through online marketplaces, and all of the
proceeds will go back to the people of Madagascar.

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
Open Sesame
Bryan Lumbi,, Sean Parker
Our company, Open Sesame produces front doors, which have very durable
locks that are opened with a voice command, and also come equipped with a
motion sensing device. The purpose of our product is to help make opening
the front door easier for people who may not find it that easy, such as the
elderly and people who have disabilities, as well as every day people who may
have their hands full with items. Another objective of our product is to make
people feel more at ease in their homes by making a front door that is secure
and easy for the home owner and family to access.

Plush
Angela Ying, Doreen Hu, Crystal Grama, Jody Liu
Plush is a self-help app that is dedicated to giving teens a safe place to talk
about and work on their mental health. It is designed to keep everything
simple, convenient, anonymous, free, and safe between users. Our goal is to
make everyone feel secure and unafraid to share and talk over their problems
to improve themselves mentally.

Teen Lounge
Marcus Beal-Crouch, Idris Muhammad
Our company Teen Lounge plans on providing a one stop shop for all of a
teen’s wants and needs. The facility will offer teens a cafe, lounge, gaming
area and environment marketed for students aged 13 to 19.

VirtuThera
Surya Srikumar
This is a company that will go to schools with low mental health ratings and
offer to contract therapists for the school district. This solves the problem of
students not going to the therapists for help as they are associated with the
school. It is also cheaper for the school to do and will not take up all of their
therapy budget.

Judges
Lex Alexander
Lex has worked in the tech space for 8 years. During that time
he has helped build and launch tech products within
organizations, as a contractor, and for himself.

Atta Areqat
Atta has been the General Manager for Cinemark
Theatres in Playa Vista for 12 years. He leads a team of
over 100 employees. He also recently earned his EMBA
from Loyola Marymount University.

Peggy Beauregard
Peggy is a real-estate matchmaker who specializes in
manufacturing, retail, sales, investing, capital raising, and
teaching legacy wealth.

Mark Boundy
Mark helps select companies groom teams of trusted
expert sellers. He has built businesses -- profitably -- in
many industries, and over decades. His secret has always
been understanding value, building it, and selling it so
that customers love doing business with you

Walter Cameron
Walter has worked over 25 years in the consumer
packaged goods industry as a senior leader in operations
and sales management.

Laurel Cameron
Laurel has over 32 years in the CPG industry in sales
management and over 15 years in non-profit
management and fundraising.

Judges
Linda Conyard
Linda Conyard is Australia's leading pioneer advocating for
socio-political trauma-sensitive change and informed
responsiveness to UNnecessary trauma in the Health,
Education, Justice, Government and Private sectors.

Abraham Cortes
As a brand and strategy expert, Abraham Cortes is an award
winning designer turned entrepreneur. With a background
in visual communications and leadership, his career
expands over several industries including advertising,
digital production, bio-tech and consumer goods.

Christine Crandell
Christine Crandell is a 25-year expert in market strategy, and
building successful, profitable organizations. Her work with CEOs
and Board of Directors helps them understand how to optimize
their strategy and build data-driven marketing organizations that
thrive on driving revenue, and deliver high-value customer
experiences.

Matthew Everitt\
Matthew is a trusted partner to entrepreneurs and visionaries
working at the intersection of entertainment, education and
technology. He recently joined StoryFile, a Los Angeles based
startup that is pioneering conversational video, as CFO.

Jeffrey Hayzlett
Jeffrey is a global business celebrity, speaker, best-selling
author, and Chairman and CEO of C-Suite Network,
home of the world’s most trusted network of C-Suite
leaders.

Scott Hegle
Scott is an Outreach Specialist for the American Printing
House for the Blind. He works closely with teachers of
the visually impaired and their students, training them
on assistive technical products that are crucial to their
success in the classroom.

Judges
Karishma Hirani
Karishma is a tax attorney working as a mergers and
acquisitions tax consultant at Ernst & Young. She manages a
team of 5 people in leading tax due diligence structuring and
tax planning engagements for private equity clients.

Mitchell Levy
Global Credibility Expert Mitchell Levy is a 2x TEDx
speaker, an international bestselling author of over 60
books, and an executive coach at Marshall Goldsmith’s 100
Coaches. Amor. He's an accomplished Entrepreneur who has
created twenty businesses in Silicon Valley.

Andrew Pedan
Andrew is the CEO of L5L Solutions, a management consulting firm
elevating risk IQ to save lives. L5L provides unmatched
cybersecurity endpoint protection, crisis management leadership,
and resiliency workshops.

Thomas Pontius
Thomas is a Financial Planner for a leading investment
management firm (RIA). He has previously worked for a Big 4
accounting firm and one of the largest national banks. He is also
completing his MBA at UCLA Anderson School of Management.

Jenny Root
Jenny has 17 years of experience on Wall Street running the
Operations Strategy on M&A. She launched her consulting
company, SGIC, in 2016. She currently resides in San Diego
and consults, coaches and runs her flooring businesses.

Eric Rose
Eric has 35+ years' experience in New Product Innovation (NPI)
and product commercialization in the consumer, healthcare,
and industrial products (PPE) industries with companies
ranging from startups through Fortune 500s. Named inventor
on numerous patents issued or pending worldwide.

Judges
Peter Schroeder
Peter is a Danish entrepreneur who launched his first website in 1998 at
age 14, which grew to become the biggest artist forum in Scandinavia.
After selling the site in 2002, he toured the world as a DJ while building a
record label and producing music. In 2012, Peter sold his record label,
moved to Los Angeles, and founded the telecom provider Telzio, which
today hosts companies like Facebook, Google, Samsung, and Tesla.

Per Sjofors
Per Sjöfors is the Founder and CEO of Sjöfors & Partners Inc, Los Angeles.
He used pricing as the lever to turn around several European and US
companies in his 25 years of executive management experience. Per believes
that what business schools teach about pricing is too abstract for executives to
act on and has made it his life’s work to make pricing practical and actionable.

Rosalea Terry
Known for her marketing and public relations expertise, Rose has worked with
large international brands to not-for-profits. Since starting with the Innovation
Cluster in 2015, Rose has helped grow the organization’s brand and design, build
two full-service incubators, and build multiple programs to create and support
entrepreneurs. Rose has done this all while supporting entrepreneurs one-onone both in the early-stage startup phase and as they scale their businesses.

Catherine Wood
Catherine's work experience ranges from a consultant at a large systems consulting
firm, manager at Microsoft working on cross-product integration, running a
financial planning business, and operating an energy healing practice. She
believes that leadership is about speaking up, respecting everyone involved,
taking action, and moving things forward in a positive direction.

Susan Younger
Susan K Younger has a diverse background in architecture, retail
management and consulting. She led teams building and renovating
department stores for Macy’s and Bloomingdale’s. Other clients Sephora,
CallisonRTKL, GENPACT, and others. Her skills to deal with the diversity
of people have given her a depth of experience few business leaders
acquire, working with personality profiling methodology since 2015.

Room managers
Akira Nakano
Devan Sood
Leanne Lieu

Leah Labbe
AlexandraMendoza

Business
Plan Readers
Andrea Gonzalez Carranza
Yen Chia Chen
Jodi Christensen
Priyanka Dave
Sofia DeMay
Lauren Farello
William Fay
Kristiene Gong
Atulya Jain
Michael Jurado
Parinaz Kassemi
Harry Kong

John Morrow
Rahul Rajeev
Jorge Arenas Rivera
Aidan Seawalt
Sam Siu
Hasini Sundaresan
Dean Thoms
Dolly
Shubh Vashisht
Jason Vego
Chadwick Warhola
Heidi Wu
Emily Yang

VIP JUDGES
Special thanks to our VIP Judges who’ve supported ECHO with a personal donation. As a nonprofit
organization, ECHO raises 100% of its operating budget to offer its year-long program that
culminates with a spectacular Business Plan Competition.

Peggy Beauregard |
CFO, The Nest Egg Builder
Linkedin
The Nest Egg Builder Website

Matthew Everitt |
CFO, StoryFile
Linkedin
Storyfile Website

Christine Crandell |
President,
New Business Strategies
Linkedin
NBS Website

Peter Schroeder |
CEO, Telzio
Linkedin
Telzio Website

Project ECHO was founded in 1996 and has helped thousands of students identify
their academic strengths and helped them discover future career paths through
programs in entrepreneurship.

Enroll in our programs
Volunteer as a business coach
Register as a future guest speaker
Donate and keep the ECHO

www.projectecho.org

